
 

 

 ‘TIS THE SEASON TO BE MINDFUL 

 
 

While the holiday season is a wonderful time for consumption, parties and celebration, it is 

also a perfect time to remind ourselves that grounding and mindfulness can make this season 

even more meaningful. While this time of year feels extra special, in fact it is the ordinary 

day-to-day moments of our lives that are truly holy. Let’s teach our children that while the 

holidays should be enjoyed, we should be cognizant of our divinity and the abundance in our 

lives even on the most ordinary of days.  

 

Parents often complain that their children do not appreciate all that they have, and yet parents 

often over-indulge their children in order to make them happy. The holiday season is yet 

another wonderful opportunity to teach your children about gratitude and limits. Instead of 

gift-giving, suggest to your children that they use this season as an opportunity to give away 

things to those less fortunate, even some of their favored toys or gently-used clothes. Arrange 

for service opportunities, like work in a soup kitchen, or gift-preparation for those in military 

service or those who have suffered in the wake of recent natural disasters. When the time of 

getting becomes a time of giving, counter-intuitively it creates a feeling of plenty and good 

fortune. Also, where gifts are desired, consider exchanging gifts which do not have monetary 

value. Perhaps your children can create coupons which the parent can cash-in for extra chores 

and help around the house, or for special experiences together, and the parent can do the same.  

 

Holiday traditions that do not feel necessary or are overwhelming should be avoided. Instead, 

choose those traditions which feel most meaningful and fun for your family. Engage your 

children in the decisions as to which traditions your unique family would like to continue and 

discard those which do not create meaning and joy for your family. Remember, that the 

holiday season, like all seasons, is to be enjoyed because of your deep connections, rather than 

because of excessive consumption. 

 

Wishing all of you and those dear to you a joyful, healthful, peaceful and mindful holiday 

season and a wonderful, plentiful New Year!  

 


